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1. Motivation
One of the primary goals of the study of B meson decays and mixing is to construct the uni-
tarity triangle (UT), which is defined by the relation VcdV ∗cb+VudV
∗
ub+VtdV
∗
tb = 0. The Cabbibo-
Kobayashi-Masakawa (CKM) elements Vi j (i = u,c, t and j = d,s,b) are parametrized in terms of
four independent parameters: η , ρ , λ and A. In order to construct the UT, various measurements
which are sensitive to the these CKM elements are projected into the (ρ , η) plane. The precise
measurements of Vub and Vcb are important since they play an important role in finding out the re-
gions in the (ρ,η) plane where the apex of the triangle should lie. In this regard, the loop induced
and CP violating B decays are also important. For details, see [1].
The tree level semileptonic decays b→ c`ν` (` = e,µ) are crucial for the determination of
Vcb. It can be extracted from both exclusive decays, like B→ D(∗)`ν , and inclusive decays, like
B→ Xc`ν`. These decays are expected to be free from any new physics (NP) effects, hence provide
a clean environment for the measurement of the Vcb. The inclusive channels are relatively clean,
and the decay rates have a solid description via operator product expansion (OPE) or heavy quark
expansion (HQE) [2]. In these decays, the non perturbative unknowns can be extracted using the
final state lepton and hadron energy distribution [3, 4]. These are also useful to extract the b-quark
masses, and for a consistency check of the OPE/HQE and other effective theory approaches. As per
the measurement is concerned, it has small statistical and systematic errors, and highly sensitive to
the theoretical uncertainties, for details, see [5]. Therefore, precise predictions in the SM including
reliable uncertainties are possible.
The exclusive semileptonic decays have similar solid descriptions in terms of heavy quark
effective theory (HQET) [6]. On contrary to the inclusive decays, the non-perturbative unknowns
in the exclusive decays can not be extracted experimentally. One needs to calculate them and that
is where the major challenges lie.
2. Framework
The decay rate distribution for the decay B→ Xc`ν` is given by
dΓ
dq2dEedEν
= 2G2FV
2
cbWµνL
µν , (2.1)
where Lµν and Wµν are the leptonic and hadronic tensors respectively, and they are defined as
Lµν = 2
(
pµe p
ν
ν¯ + p
ν
e p
µ
ν¯ −gµν pe.pν¯ − iεηνλµ(pe)η(pν¯)λ
)
, (2.2)
W µν =
1
2mB
∑
X
(2pi)3δ 4(pB−q− pX)×〈B(pB)|J†µL |Xc(pX)〉〈Xc(pX)|JνL |B(pB)〉, (2.3)
with JµL = c¯γ
µPLb, for details see the reviews [5, 7, 8] and the references therein.
Here, the major theoretical challenges are the calculation of the tensor Wµν which represents
the hadronic contribution to the decay width. Using the optical theorem, the hadronic tensor can
be calculated from the imaginary part of the forward scattering amplitude,
Wµν ∝ Im(Tµν), (2.4)
1
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where Tµν is defined as the forward matrix element of the time ordered product of the two currents,
T µν =−i
∫
d4xe−iq.x
〈B|T [Jµ†L (x)JνL (0)]|B〉
2mB
. (2.5)
If the energy released in the decays of b-quark mediated by weak interactions is large, then such
decays will take place on a time scale which is much shorter than the time it takes the quarks in
the final state to form physical hadronic states. Hence, the inclusive decay rates may be modeled
simply by the decay of free b quark. Also, since the energy released in such decays are much larger
than the hadronic scale, they are largely insensitive to the details of the initial hadronic structure.
This intuitive picture is formalized by OPE. In the limit MW >> mb >> ΛQCD, we can organize
an expansion in ΛQCD/mb, with the leading term corresponding to the free quark decay. Therefore,
the right hand side of eq. 2.5 can be written as an infinite sum of local operators (Oi) of increasing
dimension
Figure 1: Tree level matching conditions
−i
∫
d4xe−iq.xT [Jµ†L (x)J
ν
L (0)] =∑
i
CiOi, (2.6)
where the Wilson coefficients Ci can be expressed as perturbative series in αs. The lowest dimen-
sional term will dominate in the limit mb→ ∞. These Wilson coefficients at tree level and at the
loop level can be obtained from the matching conditions. As an example, the tree level matching
is diagrammatically shown in Fig. 1 with q = c. In order to get matching conditions at O(αs)
diagrams with one loop need to be considered. The two-index amplitude T µν can be decomposed
into five tensor structures
T µν =−gµνT1+ vµvνT2− iεµναβ vαqβT3+qµqνT4+(vµvν + vνvµ)T5, (2.7)
where the Tis are known as the projectors. They are the functions of Lorentz invariant quantities q2
and q.v, where v = PB/MB is the four velocity of the decaying B meson. These projectors can be
expressed as a double series expansion: perturbative in αs and non-perturbative in ΛQCD/mb, such
as
Ti = ∑
n≥3
∑
j≥0
(
ΛQCD
mb
)n−3(αs
pi
) j
c(n)i j 〈B|On|B〉. (2.8)
Therefore, the decay width for B→ Xc`ν` can be written as [9]
ΓSL = |Vcb|2
G2Fm
5
b
192pi3
(1+AEW )×
[
C00 +
0
mb
+C2(r,
µ2pi
m2b
,
µ2G
m2b
)+C3(r,
ρ3D
m3b
,
ρ3LS
m3b
)+ ....
+.....+αs
(
C10 +C
1
2(r,
µ2pi
m2b
,
µ2G
m2b
)+C13(r,
ρ3D
m3b
,
ρ3LS
m3b
)+ ...
)
+ ...
]
, (2.9)
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where r=mc/mb. Here, AEW represents the electroweak corrections the ultraviolet renormalization
of the Fermi interaction, and 1+ AEW ≈ 1.014 [10]. The C ji s are the perturbatively calculable
functions. The parameters like µ2pi , µ2G, and ρ3D, ρ3LS are the matrix elements of the non-perturbative
operators at order (Λ/mb)2 (kinetic and chromomagnetic ) and (Λ/mb)3 (Darwin and spin-orbit)
respectively. They are defined as given below
mBµ2pi ∼ 〈B|b¯vDµDµbv|B〉, mBµ2G ∼ 〈B|b¯vgsGµνσµνbv|B〉, (2.10)
and
mBρ3D ∼ 〈B|b¯v
[
iDµ , [iDσ , iDν ]
]
bv|B〉 Πµνvσ ,
mBρ3LS ∼ 〈B|b¯v
{
iDµ , [iDσ , iDν ]
}
(−iσαβ )bv|B〉 ΠαµΠβνvσ , (2.11)
where Πµν = (gµν − vµvν). We note that the decay rate is sensitive to the CKM element |Vcb|.
Also, the main sources of uncertainties are: (i) mass of the b quark and the ratio r, (ii) higher order
QED and QCD radiative corrections, (iii) higher order of the 1/mb corrections, (iv) extractions of
HQE parameters, and (v) parton hadron duality [11].
The OPE/HQE parameters can be extracted from the moments of the differential distributions,
like the leptonic energy moments are defined as [4]
M`1 =
1
Γ
∫
dE`E`
dΓ
dE`
; M`n =
1
Γ
∫
dE`(E`−M`1)n
dΓ
dE`
(n> 1). (2.12)
with
M`n = (
mb
2
)n
[
φn(r)+ a¯n(r)
αs
pi
+ b¯n(r)
µ2pi
m2b
+ c¯n(r)
µ2G
m2b
+ d¯n(r)
ρ3D
m3b
+ s¯n(r)
ρ3LS
m3b
+ ...
]
. (2.13)
Similarly, the moments of the hadronic mass is given by
MX1 =
1
Γ
∫
dM2X(M
2
X − M¯2D)
dΓ
dM2X
; MXn =
1
Γ
∫
dM2X(M
2
X −〈M2X〉)n
dΓ
dM2X
(n> 1). (2.14)
with
MXn =m
2n
b ∑
l=0
[
MB−mb
mb
]l [
Enl(r)+ a¯nl(r)
αs
pi
+ b¯nl(r)
µ2pi
m2b
+ c¯nl(r)
µ2G
m2b
+ d¯nl(r)
ρ3D
m3b
+ s¯nl(r)
ρ3LS
m3b
+ ...
]
.
(2.15)
Instead of the linear moments, which are highly correlated, the central moments are more useful in
the extraction of physical information. Here, the functions φn(r), a¯n(l)(r), b¯n(l)(r), c¯n(l)(r), d¯n(l)(r),
s¯n(l)(r) are calculable perturbatively. We note that these moments are highly sensitive to the quark
masses and the OPE parameters. Therefore, a global fit to decay rate and moments allows us to
extract |Vcb|, mb, mc, µ2pi , µ2G, ρ3D and ρ3LS.
3. Measurements of |Vcb|: State of the art
So far a lot of progress has been made in improving the precision in the extractions of Vcb and
the OPE parameters. At tree level, i.e at leading order in αs, all the corrections up to order 1/m5b
3
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have been estimated [12, 13]. A large number of parameters are associated with the O(1/m4,5b )
corrections, and hence, they can not be fitted directly from the experimental data. Therefore, these
parameters are estimated using ground state saturation approximation. Only the parameters relevant
up to the O(1/m2,3b ) are fitted directly from the experimental data. The corrections to the partonic
rate and leptonic and hadronic mass distributions are fully known at order αs [14] and O(α2s β0)
[15]. The two loop corrections of order O(α2s ) to the width and first few moments are calculated
[16]. The O(αs) corrections to the kinetic operator have been estimated only numerically in [17].
In the last few years, a complete analytical calculation of theO(αsΛ2QCD/m2b) corrections have been
performed. For details, see the references [18]. Similar calculations to the Wilson coefficients of
the dimension-6 operators, defined in 2.11, are ongoing [19].
After incorporating all the known corrections to the decay width and moments, and fitting all
the relevant parameters with the available data [20] on width and moments, one obtains [21],
Γ
z(r)Γ0
= 1−0.116αs−0.030αs2−0.0421/m2b−0.002αs/m2b−0.0301/m3b +0.0051/m4b +0.0051/m5b .
(3.1)
In this expression z(r) = 1−8r+8r3− r4−12r2ln(r) and Γ0 = (1+AEW )|Vcb|2G2Fm5b/192pi3. We
note that the width depends on the fifth power of the mass of b quark. Hence, the uncertainties
associated with this mass has great impact in the precision extractions of |Vcb|. In the fitting, the
b quark mass and the non-perturbative matrix elements are expressed in the kinetic scheme [3],
setting the cutoff µkin at 1 GeV. Details of the fitting procedure and various inputs can be seen from
ref. [4]. The extracted value of Vcb without incorporating the recently calculated αs/m2b and 1/m
4,5
b
corrections is given by [4]
|Vcb|= (42.42±0.86)×10−3, (3.2)
the estimated error is ≈ 2%. After the inclusion of αs/m2b corrections the value is [22]
|Vcb|= (42.21±0.78)×10−3. (3.3)
The error is reduced to 1.8% and the central value is reduced by 5% too. Including all the known
corrections given in eq. 3.1, one obtains [21]
|Vcb|= (42.11±0.74)×10−3. (3.4)
Here we also note that the central value has reduced by only 0.25% after the inclusion ofO(1/m4,5b )
effects, and the estimated error is 1.7%.
4. Conclusions
The onset of Belle-II experiment will bring us to a high precision era. Considerable progress
has been made towards improving the precision |Vcb|. A more precise extraction of |Vcb| is neces-
sary in order to understand the SM, QCD approaches, and for an implicit search of NP. There is
much more to do in order to improve the precision.
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